The Multicultural Curriculum and Children's Books of Jewish Interest in the Public School* Abstract: Books of Jewish interest in the public school are of two kinds. They may be informational, nonfiction works, generally classified in the reli gion section of the library's classifica tion scheme. Such works are useful for those who are studying about Judaism and for those Jewish children in the school who need to see themselves reflected in the collection. Works in the second category, picture books and fiction, must be chosen for their uni versal value. The stories must appeal to all children, regardless of race or religion. Any child must be able to identify with the characters and inci dentally learn something about Judaism.
For the past ten to fifteen years, the United States has had as large, or even larger, an immigration than the "Great Immigration" which took place at the beginning of the twentieth century. This immigration is not only from Eastern Europe, but from all over the world. In the New Jersey suburban school where I serve as librarian, we have recently enrolled children from China, Japan, Korea, Pakistan, Egypt, India, Iran, Lebanon, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico.
As a result, the public school librarian of today is busy assembling a collection of multicultural books for the children to read. It is important that these children of different nationalities, races, and religions be able to see themselves in the books they read in order for them to feel a part of the "fabric of America." Furthermore, for healthy and positive interaction among cultures to occur, it is vital that people be exposed to, and be taught to appreciate, 
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Wayne, New Jersey their differences and commonalities. One hopes that this will lead to greater sensi tivity in the younger generation.
This paper evaluates children's books of Jewish interest for literary quality and how they fit into the context of the multicultural curriculum.
The Collection
Books of Jewish interest in the public school include both nonfiction and fic tional works. Nonfiction Jewish-interest books are mostly classified in Dewey class 296, the number for Judaism in the religion class of the scheme. Informa tional books found here are for reference, study about the Jewish religion and cul ture by non-Jewish children-and also for Jewish children, whose sense of self is bolstered by having Jewish books in their school's library. This category also in cludes biographies of Jewish people who are famous in their respective fields. There are many nonfiction books available that are authentic, well-written, and illustrated with good pictures and photographs.
Fiction is comprised of picture books and books for older children. These are cho sen for their universal appeal, that is for having themes common to all people. The characters in the story must evoke a response of recognition in the reader. A reader of any culture should be able to re late to the truth of the situation described in the book and to characters whose human qualities surmount cultural differ ences. In other words, these stories should transcend race and religion and, incidentally, communicate to the reader something about Judaism, as it is an inte gral part of a larger story.
Examples of the best picture books and works of fiction with Jewish content are:
102 Judaica Librarianship Vol. 
Picture Books
Mrs. Katz and Tu sh (Polacco, 1992) In this Passover story, a young African American boy and a kitten named Tush help to make a lonely Jewish widow happy. (Schwartz, 1983) An elderly widow finds it difficult to adjust to a small apartment alone after living her life in a big house with a large family. Tarnished Sabbath candlesticks lead her to learn a secret in this charm ing prize-winning picture book: that busyness, creativity, and letting others in will take away loneliness. (Levine, 1993) Chaining herself to a tree after trying everything else, Mrs. Moscowitz tries to prevent the electric company from cut ting down the last tree on her block. This picture book stresses the values of �-wology and focuses on the multi cultural inhabitants of a changing neighborhood.
Mrs. Moskowitz and the Sabbath Candle sticks
Pearl Moscowitz's Last Stand
The Ring and the Window Seat (Hest, 1990) A ring plays a major part in a young American girl's kindness to a Jewish carpenter whose daughter is in hiding from the Nazis. This picture book is a favorite of children as young as first grade age.
Fiction
The Christmas Revolution (Cohen, 1987) The mystery to be solved is who knocked down the Christmas tree in the lobby of a public school. (Burstein, 1985) ; Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins (Kimmel, 1989); and The Chanukah Guest (Kim mel, 1990 
